Regulation of blastocyst stage gene expression and outgrowth interferon tau activity of somatic cell clone aggregates.
The inefficiency of mammalian somatic cell cloning is associated with abnormal gene expression presumably caused by errors in reprogramming of the transplanted genome. In the mouse, aggregation of four-cell stage clones leads to an improvement of both gene expression and development. To determine whether clone-clone aggregation at postgenomic activation stages influences gene expression in bovine clones, we profiled, in single and aggregated embryos at the blastocyst stage, expression of developmentally relevant genes namely Oct4, Dnmt1, Dnmt3, Glut1, Glut3, and a housekeeping gene, Poly(A) polymerase (PolyA) by real-time RT-PCR. Compared to embryos generated by in vitro fertilization (IVF), individual clones more frequently exhibited transcript levels that were more than twofold higher or lower than the average value of IVF embryos. This was observed less often in clone aggregates for Oct4, Dnmt1, Dnmt3, and PolyA, but not for Glut1 and Glut3. The analysis of interferon tau bioactivity as a marker of trophectoderm function in blastocyst outgrowths showed that both single clones and clone aggregates have less extraembryonic potential in vitro compared to IVF embryos, with no apparent consequence of aggregation. These findings indicate that aggregation of bovine clones with each other at later cleavage stages can change gene expression patterns at preimplantation stages, but does not rescue trophectoderm function in vitro.